MEMORIAL DAY ARRANGEMENTS & MADE BY VETS

Father Irving Address V. F. W. Meeting; Program is Announced

Memorial Day plans were made at a meeting of veterans in Washington Hall yesterday morning. Rev. Thomas Irving, vice-president of the University, addressed the gathering.

Definite arrangements for formal observance in accordance with the conditions of the University, and details for aids, color guard, and flag folding details, were made. By special contract, uniforms will be furnished through the Quarter-Master Blishoff to all members of the parade who plan to take part in it.

Strong Alumni Wanted in City

For the purpose of establishing a strong alumni association in Michigan and the neighboring states, Notre Dame home clubs have begun a campaign in the College for the soliciting of young alumni.

Fifteen alumni members were present and plans were discussed concerning the movement.

Judge Farahbaugh, '04, was appointed chairman of the organizing committee with the following staff: Frank Her- n, '10, Rev. John Riley, S. J., and Albert Riley. Jim Egan's Orchestra and Archibald Egan's Orchestra of the Gle Club, furnished the entertainment during the evening.

PONTIACS DOME'S WORK

Engravers Have Session All Afternoon in the Library

The 1924 Dome contract for the New Undergraduate Engraving Co., of Chicago, yesterday afternoon. Eleven engravers, representing the college's several classes, all members of the Senior Class, worked on the job.

The same company did the engraving for the first time on the new Dome.

Frank Pedrotty, art editor of the University, who was present, told the engravers of the many disadvantages that had been encountered by the firm in the past, and the men in the library.

The contract was renewed by S. B. Barlow and Frank Barlow, the following companies in this order: The Northern Engraving Co. of Indiana, New South Engraving Co., of Canton, Ohio; J. C. Okeeffe, Engraving Co., One Fine Arts Engraving Co., of Kalamazoo, Can- ton Engraving Co., of Part Wayne En- graving Co., and others.

TO CONTINUE HISTORY CLASS

"Contemporary History" Next Year, Post-Grad Course to Begin

Professor John F. Carroll, head of the Department of History, announced yesterday that the Department of History class, which was inaugurated this semester, will be continued next year in the form of a post-graduate course.

Professor Carroll said that the course will begin in the fall of next year and that the class will meet every evening in the Library. The course will be open to all students who have completed the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

Professor Carroll said that the class will be limited to 15 students and that the registration is still open.

BAND PLAYS PROGRAM

The Notre Dame band, under the direction of Professor Parran, will present a special program, Saturday afternoon, in connection with the Gala Recital at the National Hospital Day.

SELECT THEME FOR DEBATING IN STATE

Indiana Collegiate to Meet Tentative Schedule Here

The question for debate by the four university debaters will be decided upon next week at the meeting of the Debating Union which will be held Thursday evening.

A choice to be made is from the following propositions debated by greeting coaches at Ind- iana College last year to invite many students to engage in Mock Speeches and a Phi Delta Circle and the Glory Club, furnished the entertainment during the evening.

Summer School Opens June 25, Closes Aug. 4

Notre Dame Summer School will open Monday, June 25, and will last until September 1.

Walsh, Bales and Corby Halls are to accommodate the Freshman, Sophomore and Junior classes.

The Summer School will close at the close of the session, and a number of summer courses will be offered.

PROF. MERCIER OFF TO FRANCE

May Return Next Year; To Speak on American Education

Professor Charles Mercier taught the last classes for the year at the University yesterday. He conducted examination of the Sophomore History seniors and senior philosophy students on his last day.

On Saturday Professor Mercier sails on the Empress of Britain, Ca- nadian Pacific Line, for Cherbourg, France, where he will arrive on May 1. Monday, May 2, he will open the session for the summer at the University of Notre Dame, in Paris. He will deliver several lectures in Brussels and the University of Louvain and deliver speeches on the subject of the American influence in the United States. At the University of Notre Dame, a "L'amour Liberté libre aux Blandines," by him, appeared in the La Revue Blanche, last April.

Next year, Dr. Mercier will return to the University. He did not say anything definitely on this subject yesterday.

ORCHESTRA IN PROGRAM HERE

Will Appear in Indianapolis on June 2; Here on May 31

Rev. Frank Remmes and his Varsity Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Remmes, will perform at the University at 8:00 o'clock in Washington Hall on Thursday, May 31. The orches- tra is now composed of 22 music majors and offers a well-balanced instrumentation.

The program for this concert will include the "American Trilogy" of Mr. Will's, "Great Old Songs," and "The Waltz of the Toreadors." A new orchestral piece will be included in the program.

SOPHIS SELECT S.A.C. MEMBERS

Final Balloting Friday; Bishop, Reardon, Potts, Miller Named

Sophomore nominations for S. A. C. representatives were made at noon, Tuesday in the Library.

The four men who received the sand are: Rev. Louis J. Carroll, S. J., for the two-year period, and Thomas J. McFadden, George Potts, and John Miller for one-year terms.

The votes cast were: Carroll, 50; McFadden, 45; Potts, 48; and Miller, 47.

The committee is now composed of nine members and offers a well-balanced instrumentation.

The program for this concert will include the "American Trilogy" of Mr. Will's, "Great Old Songs," and "The Waltz of the Toreadors." A new orchestral piece will be included in the program.

The final elections will be held Friday in the south room of the Library.

MAYOR SEEBIRT TALKS TO C.O.C

Church is a Bulwark Against "Ism's" Says Speaker

"I know that has progressed with such a broadminded and liberal English people and the United States." So said Mayor Seebirt in his talk to Knights of Columbus members at their rep- resentative meeting at the Vermont Club today.

Mayor Seebirt is a strong advocate of civil rights andespecially of freedom of speech and religion. He believes that the right of free speech and religion is necessary for the growth of democracy.
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Gallagher Speaker
On Legion Program
Ray Gallagher, Notre Dame's winning representative in the intercollegiate debate competition, will be the speaker at the LaFort Memorial Lecture Series, which is to be presented today.

H. A. Murdock, Chair, of the American Legion, invited Mr. Gallagher, through Commander C. C. Walsh. The speech will be delivered at 11:30 of Memorial Day morning.

The Gallagher family is well known to Notre Dame, having been active in support of its activities.

The meeting of the title we need must explain, there being several kinds of bits, here's bits, the life, obits, and bits of thought. The ambrosia are interchangeable in this humble banking. At times when you reach the refectional bits have bitten off new bits of thought, we accent the words, these bits of bits of bits of bits, and mean by that meaning which is plainly meaning, the bits other than the ones stated when we distinctly distinguish bits of bits from the other bits of bits, we accustom to read "obits obits", again mean what is plainly meaning. If we have failed to make clear, we are sorry. As the dearmament boys say, we must needs on the need of needing the missing of the sea.

The following poem, for which we are worn subdued, donate "Old Famous contributor of COLUMB O' BIT S, House Hounstoun.

An association of cosmopolitans, banded together for the prevention of the crime of murder, has made as the object of their investigations the murder of Mr. Hone, of the Dead Sea. Personally we've heard of men who could kill a quart, but never of men who could kill more than one.

Court grants judgment of only $50,000 for the killing of three persons entire." I'll make no further remarks. Perhaps next time we will get the rates.

In these days of excess disposition it behooves none of the most to take sides with any one. However, a couple of guys who are well informed, dont't "Obits Obits," have written to us, one trying to tell us nothing exists outside the newspaper, and the other trying to tell us that bits with bits.

Letters were received by seniors yesterday calling them to a special meeting this afternoon at 3:30. Rev. Dr. Matthew J. Walsh will talk.
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MUSEUM GETS GIFT OF VALUE

Announcing the Florence Sandal

A distinctive piece of footwear. Come in black, satin, suede or in white with becomingly attractive trimmings. Reis creation conforms to the reputed "Kuehn" quality.

PAUL O. KUEHN

115 S. Michigan Street

The Rhodes Theaters

BLACKSTONE

LAST TIME TODAY

"Sure look natural to me," said Al, following the animals in this end.

"Hunting Big Game In Africa"

THURS.

BETTY COMPSON

Barrie's Paint Talk

"The Little Minister"

LA SALLE

Now Showing

A really fine play with a tremendous climax

"The Town That Forgot God!"
IRISH TO PLAY
KNOX AND IOWA
Sheehan Injured; Enright or Vergara on Third. Announce Games
The Notre Dame football team leaves Thursday morning for a short Western trip without the services of Bill Sheehan, hard hitting left end.
Sheehan, who has been playing good ball, broke a finger on his left hand in practice at Northwestern. He played the game through and it was not discovered that his finger was broken until after the game. Coach Halas has been working the past week to fill his position for the hard games with Knox and Iowa. Sheehan's absence may be made third to shortstop and either Ver-

gara or Enright will be at the hot corner. It is likely that Enright, who has been playing fast interball all week, will play the position.

Curtin, who has been out of the game with an injured finger is now in shape to play and it is possible that he will take one of the games. Coach Halas announces that there may be some changes in the out-

field unless there is a decided improvement in hitting. Archie Kellay, who has been showing up well in practice and is giving the present regulars a hard time in practice, conditions.

The Irish will play Knox College on Friday in Galena, III. Knox has a good team and is at present leading the Central conference with a clean record. Mageveray will probably be picked against Knox, although Knox has a good team it is expected that Notre Dame will beat them Friday. The Halasmen will play St. Louis Saturday, the Knox game for Iowa City is to be played at Iowa City.

Tom Dumas looks for a tough battle with Sam Barry's diving crew. Even if the game with Iowa comes some day ago when they were playing in Lafayette, Dumas, playing the first base position, 1-3, in twelve innings. The Halasmen hope to get it even in 10 or 12 innings this week, and if the game goes to extra innings.

Next week Notre Dame plays two hard games at Purdue. Purdue plays here on Tuesday, May 26, and Michi-

gan on Thursday, May 28 for the Ma-

monial Day. The Boilermakers have been travelling at a fast clip and we expect the Irish a tough battle. Notre Dame played Purdue one game at Purdue earlier in the season when Purdue sent a battery of six and batted them out. Michigan is nothing but a small town and this series will go over 11-10 in ten innings, to its credit, the Irish are determined to even the score on Decoration Day.

Patience our advertisement.